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Richard 'Tommy' Campion
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Dear Tommy,
I acknowledge receipt of your letter dated ]1h March 2010. Thankyou for taking the time to write to me
and explain some of the further circumstances regarding your complaint. I am deeply sorry to hear
that you have fallen on hard times. I am glad you have been able to eventually secure adequate
housing and I truly hope things continue to improve for you.
In looking at your complaint I note that you asked the Episcopal Standards Committee to investigate
these matters earlier this year. I am aware you were not satisfied with the outcome of that
investigation but would like to take the time to review their investigation and any material they
gathered as it may assist me in moving forward and avoid wasting resources by doing work they may
have already done.
I intend to meet with the Episcopal Standards Director, Mr Chris Thomas, next week to discuss the
matter and I will be in touch with you in due course. I have also noted your updated contact details.
As for seeking my advice to you in this matter it is unfortunately I am unable to answer your questions.
On the one hand I see a man seeking justice and truth, on the other hand I see the enormous
personal toll that fight is taking on your life, but only you can answer the questions you have posed.
Perhaps the best advice I could give you is to always take care of yourself first. Tend to your physical
and mental wellbeing everyday and to maintain a lifestyle that is rewarding and fulfilling for you.
I will Inform you of any developments in this matter as they occur, take care.

Yours Sincerely

~
Michael Elliott

Director of Professional Standards
Anglican Diocese of Grafton

